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Burgon on Treating Textual Variants

The following is an excerpt from John William Burgon, A Treatise On The Pastoral Office: Addressed Chiefly
To Candidates For Holy Orders, Or To Those Who Have Recently Undertaken The Cure Of Souls (London:
Macmillan & Co., 1864), pages 64-77. Available here, or as a download here. Burgon's views are explained
more fully here.

II. It is obvious that when we thus speak [defending verbal inspiration], our remarks apply in strictness only
to the sacred autographs themselves. No one ever supposed that copyists are infallible. God has not seen
fit to work a succession of miracles for the protection even of His Word. He might have pleased to do so,
but He has not pleased. And it is undeniable that a great many slight inaccuracies must exist in the sacred
text, in consequence. This thought when first presented to the mind, especially to the unlearned mind, is
apt to occasion not a little uneasiness. What! The Bible no longer exactly as it was written? Inaccuracies
in the Bible?......And designing men have not been slow to take advantage of this state of distress to inspire
unlimited mistrust of the sacred deposit. 

"[The doctrine of verbal inspiration applies] in strictness only to the

sacred autographs themselves."

- J. W. Burgon

It seems the part of faithfulness and wisdom, instead of checking inquiry in this direction, (where of course
from candour and intelligence we have nothing to fear,) to admit the phenomenon in its fullest extent,
and even to court its investigation. The mere English reader can scarcely require to be reminded that,
reading his Bible in a translation, he is in the position of one who receives a message through an
interpreter. All that he needs to know, doubtless, he knows, or may know by inquiry; and the Scriptures are
his, for “the sense of Scripture is Scripture.” But it is obvious that he is not in the same position, with
regard to the text, as one acquainted with the sacred tongues.

And yet, let it be observed, that as if to provide unlearned readers with abundant consolation, a Greek
version of the Old Testament was habitually employed by the  inspired authors of the New: while, if
encouragement is needed, it is abundantly supplied by the circumstance that scarcely any of the  Fathers
were able to read Hebrew; and Augustine, the prince of Commentators, is found to have understood but
little Greek. In short, a very sorry translation of the Bible would abundantly suffice to make men wise unto
salvation; whereas our version is perhaps the best in the world. But take up a copy of the Greek Testament
at random: and,—no matter how carefully it has been printed,—some typographical inaccuracies will
always be discoverable. Minute and unimportant errors, I grant: but there they are! However insignificant,
it is impossible to deny, if men insist upon it, that the Word of God, as there exhibited, contains
inaccuracies. Is it not a mere trifling with the question, however, so to speak? All is set straight by a slight
acquaintance with the language, or by reference to a copy of any other printed edition.

The same in kind, although far graver in extent, are the inaccuracies resulting from transcription. From the
very nature of the case, he who transcribes a MS. must fall into error sometimes. He reads a word wrongly,
or he inverts the order of a group of words, or he omits a sentence, or (misled by his memory) he inserts a
clause; or, for some other reason, his transcript proves to be not quite faultless. The man who copies from
him, probably perpetuates the mistakes of his predecessor, and in turn adds a few of his own. Hence it
comes to pass, (and we have no wish to disguise the fact,) that no two codices of the Scriptures exhibit an
absolutely identical text.

When we approach the books of the older Covenant, admissions must be made which seem at first to be
of a more serious character. The last chapter of Deuteronomy, consisting of twelve verses, confessedly was
not written by Moses; for it contains an account of his death and burial. But what then? It is the inspired
work of some other hand,—of Joshua for example: and may have been written as long after Moses’ death,
as S. Matthew's Gospel was written after the death of CHRIST. Here and there, recent names of places are
supposed to have been inserted in the Pentateuch at a subsequent date. Short explanatory clauses, which
now form part of the text, did not exist possibly in the original autograph. We have no wish to dispute the
general fact with the critics; though we are inclined to suspect from an attentive survey of their
enumeration of places, that they have been over liberal with what was not their own. Nay, the volume has
been thought to have undergone something analogous to editorship or revision at the hands of the
inspired Ezra. But a divinely authorized revision effected by one or more inspired hands, even if it were an
established fact, should not create perplexity, much less inspire mistrust. A vastly different picture is thus
presented from that which unbelievers delight to draw. There is no reason for saying that the text of the O.
T. has been ‘tampered with’,—except in those eighteen known places which the Scribes altered. And even
admitting that certain numerical details are not entirely to be relied on, will it be pretended that serious
inconvenience results? We shall still accept S. Paul’s assurance that those many writings
are θεόπνευστος “inspired by God.” We shall still refuse to understand how a writing can be inspired,
which is not inspired verbally. We shall believe as firmly as ever that every word which God has inspired, is
infallibly true. The O.T. as we have it, is, after all, the same which our SAVIOUR and His Apostles employed
and canonized; and what sufficed for them, may surely suffice for us!

The only question then which remains is this,—Is there reason to believe that the Jews, (whose prime glory
it was that “unto them were committed the oracles of GOD,”)—have been careless of the sacred deposit?
By no means. No people have guarded their national literature with equal jealousy. Their excessive
reverence has even betrayed them into superstitious puerilities with respect to the very letters which make
up the words of Scripture. Such trifling may excite ridicule, but it is at least wholly inconsistent with the
supposition that there has been carelessness in the transmission of GOD’s Word. And yet, (as Kennicott
and De Rossi’s labours prove,) the phenomenon of ‘various readings’ has not failed to attend the
transcription of those ancient books.

But the text of the N. T. belongs to a more recent period, and rests upon a foundation which nothing can
shake. We know that writers of a certain class delight in insinuating doubts, and creating mistrust. They are
fond of instituting a contrast between ‘the letter’ of Scripture, (a cant phrase, based on a misconception of
the meaning of 2 Cor. iii. 6,) and its ‘spirit;’ and they would have us believe that 'the letter’ is in so
unsettled a state,— that ‘the veil of words,’ (to use another of their cant expressions,) is in so very moth-
eaten and precarious a condition,—that it is altogether untrustworthy. They would guide us, therefore, to
‘the spirit within;’ and bid us neglect ‘the letter,’—which it is to be presumed ‘killeth.’ And even those
writers who are influenced by no evil animus, are prone to declare that the uncertainty of the text of
Scripture proves that a belief in its verbal Inspiration is untenable: simply because (say they) it is not
known which the words of Inspiration actually are.

This is obviously a mere confusion of thought. Might or might not, one taking up S. John’s Gospel before
that ink to which he so often alludes was dry,—have truly said, Every word here is inspired? If he might, it
is evidently quite a separate inquiry, How has S. John’s Gospel fared under the subsequent process of
transcription? Has it suffered much or little? The answer to this question will be equally applicable to all
the rest of the New Testament.

And first, let it be asked,—What mean these many injurious insinuations of the corruptness of the sacred
text? Do readers of Sophocles and Thucydides, (authors who lived some hundred years before,) doubt that
they read the words of those great masters of Attic verse and prose? Do they hesitate to deduce canons of
Greek construction from their extant remains, and to reason about Greek words from observing how they
employed them? Why then this hesitation about the language of Evangelists and Apostles? Is it because
the text of these is known to be less certain than the text of those; so that the confidence we bestow so
readily there, must here perforce be withheld?

That the very reverse is the case, is notorious. Nowhere, (as in the case of Aeschylus, Plato, and the rest,)
has the text been conjecturally emended. There is no ancient book in the world of which the text is nearly
so certain, as the N. T.; and the reason is, because we possess a far greater number of manuscript copies of
it, than of any other book. By multiplying MSS., we do indeed multiply ‘various readings,’ as they are called;
but then, (what is far more important,) we also increase our certainty as to which of those readings are
true, because we multiply our witnesses on this very point.  “The fewer the MSS. of an ancient author, the
worse the text of that author; and the more the MSS., the better the text.” So that although the various
readings of the N. T. amount to some hundreds of thousands, the text (as already hinted) is established
with an extraordinary degree of certainty.

"...although the various readings of the N. T. amount to some hundreds
of thousands, the text (as already hinted) is established with an

extraordinary degree of certainty."
- J. W. Burgon

For let a man ever so little versed in inquiries of this nature take up any edition of the N. T. which contains
an ample collection of various readings, and examine them with attention. He will be constrained to note
how very insignificant almost all are; and to admit that if all were adopted, they would scarcely ever
materially affect the sense. But does the critical editor adopt them? Nothing of the kind. He knows very
well that by far the larger number are not worthy of a moment’s notice,—are demonstrably the result of
inaccuracy and mere inadvertence. Accordingly, he adopts only a few. And of what nature for the most part
are these? Let us inquire.

"[Were all the textual variants known adopted in the text] they would

scarcely ever materially affect the sense."

- J. W. Burgon 

The Greek text ordinarily in use is that of Stephens, put forth at Paris in 1550. Emended in 286 places, this
text was reprinted by the Elzevirs at Leyden in 1624; and is now generally known as the ‘Textus receptus,’—
on the whole, an admirable text certainly; though the accumulated evidence of the last two centuries has
enabled us to correct it with confidence in hundreds of places. From this text Tischendorf, (on a rough
estimate,) departs about 4000 times. That he is often injudicious in so doing, is certain. But a
circumstance of more interest to the ordinary reader, and which he is quite competent to convince himself
of, is the profound insignificance of nine tenths of Tischendorf’s proposed emendations. Taking an average
specimen at random, I adduce at foot his corrections of the last chapter of S. John’s Gospel, which consists
of 25 verses. It will be seen that he departs from the text of Stephens 25 times: but it will also be perceived
that in not one of those places is the sense of the original appreciably affected. I am not making light of
the Greek Article,—nor of the collocation of words,— nor of the difference between the imperfect and the
aorist tense,—nor of particles,—nor of spelling. But I boldly declare that whether the SAVIOUR’S name has
the article or not,—whether we read σὺ πάντα or πάντα σὺ,—whether ἴσχυσανor ἴσχυον,—
whether δὲbe inserted or omitted,—or whether we write πλεῖονor πλέον;—the difference, if any, is so
exceedingly slight, that by no one but a good grammarian, addressing a reader of more than ordinary
intelligence, could it sometimes be made even comprehensible…… In the mean time, Are the proposed
emendations of this scholar worthy of our acceptance? On the contrary. His revised text of the N. T. is all
but universally distrusted. Significant enough is the circumstance that Tischendorf’s two great
editions (of 1849 and 1859) are found to differ in 1292 places; one half of which, in 1859, he rejected in
favour of the readings of the Textus Receptus.

Not to dwell however on the demerits of individuals, let a few plain facts be stated. The Greek text, as we
have it in any ordinary edition, (that of Bp. Lloyd for example, who reproduced that of Mill (1707), which is
very nearly that of Stephens (1550),) is known to be generally correct,—quite correct enough for all
practical purposes. A man may draw inferences from its words; and his reasoning will not be fallacious
because his premises were unsound. What need to say, at the same time, that he will of course consult the
various readings in some good critical edition before he ventures to draw important inferences of this
nature? And the point to be observed is, that with very little trouble, he may at once convince himself of
one of the three following things:—Either, (I) (which is most probable,) that the passage which concerns
him is altogether unencumbered by a single admitted various reading:—or, (2) (which is not unlikely) that
the phenomenon of a various reading,—perhaps of two,—attaches to the passage; but that both are so
unimportant, or else rest upon such insufficient authority, that they may be at once dismissed: or, (3)
(which will very seldom happen) that sufficient uncertainty attaches to the place to render it necessary
that he should express himself with hesitation; the evidence for two conflicting readings being about
evenly balanced.

Now, will it be said by any candid person that there is any hardship in all this; or that it is reasonable, from
anything which precedes, to speak disparagingly of the text of Scripture, or to insinuate doubts concerning
it as the very Word of God? In the first case supposed, it may be regarded as certain that we possess
the ipmssima verba of the SPIRIT. Even in the second case, we shall, for all practical purposes, enjoy the
same blessed confidence. ‘The Word of the Lord’ will still have ‘come unto’ us; only we shall not feel quite
positive (suppose) whether the voice said εἰςor ἐπὶ,—προάγεινor προαγαγεῖν; whether it added or
omitted the article. Will it signify much which was spoken? Wondrous little, surely.

Even in the third case supposed, we are not nearly so much at fault as would at first sight appear. The
choice probably lies between two readings; one of which, observe, will be the very utterance of the SPIRIT.
Still oftener is it simply a question whether certain words have a right to stand in the text, or ought to be
ejected from it. I freely permit myself to add that it is seldom difficult to ascertain on which side the truth
lies. And further than this I do not wish to pursue the question; for it would involve a discussion of uncial
and of cursive MSS., of early versions, of quotations in the patristic writings, and of the weight due to
internal evidence.

But having said so much, it is but right to remind the
student who reels under some reckless assertion
concerning the utter uncertainty of the text of
Scripture, that the deposit has been marvelously
fenced about by the good providence of God. We
have manuscript copies of the N. T. in great
abundance; and some, (written in ‘uncials,’ or capital
letters,) are of very high antiquity. The Vatican Codex
(B), for example, is possibly as old as the Council of
Nicaea; and the Alexandrian Codex (A) in the British
Museum cannot be more than a century and a half
later. But then, some of our MSS. in the cursive
character must have been copied from MSS. in
uncials; and it may be fairly assumed that many a
MS. of the tenth or eleventh century exhibits a purer
text than others of a far earlier date. The readings of
the (uncial) Codex Bezae (D) are among the least
trustworthy; and the most venerable codex of all
(alluded to above) exhibits an extraordinary amount
of palpable inaccuracy. This becomes intelligible
when it is considered that although all the MSS.
extant must perforce have been derived in the first
instance from one original autograph, yet they have
not been, in turn, successively transcribed from one accredited copy: but the copies first made became the
fontal sources (so to speak) of several families of texts, which are more or less represented at this day by
the entire collection of MSS. scattered throughout the world. The laws of criticism in this department of
sacred learning are not yet fully established; if for no other reason, for this,—because the texts of so few
MSS. have been as yet thoroughly ascertained. We do not know all the imperfections of the oldest Codex
in existence, (B), with certainty, to the present hour. This is not said as if any serious evil resulted from the
elementary state of our actual knowledge; for it is not to be supposed, (I humbly think,) that we shall ever
know much more about the sacred text than we know at present. But it is unquestionably to be believed
that as the years roll on, and calm, judicious, conscientious criticism, (represented by such men as Mr.
Scrivener,) extends its investigations over the mighty field which lies before it, we shall attain to a greater
and yet greater amount of certainty as to the true readings of Scripture: approach nearer and yet nearer to
the inspired autographs of the Evangelists and Apostles of CHRIST.

"...as the years roll on...we shall attain to a greater and yet greater

amount of certainty as to the true readings of Scripture: approach

nearer and yet nearer to the inspired autographs of the Evangelists and

Apostles of CHRIST."

- J. W. Burgon

For the doubt which hangs over the text is by no means so great as has been represented; neither are
MSS. the only instruments we have to help us in clearing that doubt away. The oldest versions of Scripture
may be considered fairly to represent far older copies of the N. T. than any we now possess: the old Latin
version for example, which must have been current in the West within a hundred years of the completion
of the Canon and the Peschito, or Syriac version, which was executed in the East about fifty years earlier.
We have besides the Coptic, Aethiopic, and Gothic,—which are all translations of very great antiquity. And
is it to be supposed that the men who executed an ancient version contented themselves with the use of a
single manuscript copy of the original Greek? Jerome’s recension of the Latin version (i. e. the Vulgate,) is
known to exhibit the result of a careful collation of many copies of the Scripture of the third or fourth
century; while every Greek Father who quotes the N.T., from the very fact that he copied from a written,
not a printed book, becomes an independent witness to the sincerity of the text.

It should be remembered too that the primitive practice of reading Scripture aloud before the
congregation secured extraordinary protection for its every letter. “I charge you” (writes S. Paul to the
Thessalonian church,) “that this epistle be read unto all the holy brethren.” (I Thess. v. 27.) All his Epistles
were publicly read before the congregations of the churches to which they were severally addressed; and
doubtless communicated to all the neighbouring churches: (consider Coloss. iv. 15-16.) and the Gospels
likewise. How readily the slightest inaccuracy will have been detected in copies of so revered, and jealously
guarded an autograph, cannot require to be pointed out. Nay, it is not a little remarkable that even when
an attempt was confessedly made on a grand scale to alter a single word of Scripture, (as by Origen,—who
is the cause that we read at the present day ‘Bethabara’ instead of ‘Bethany’ in S. John i. 28,) the MS.
evidence still accessible to us overwhelmingly establishes the fact that ‘Bethany’ is the true reading.

A different illustration of this subject presents itself. Bentley thought that instead of προσέρχεταιin I
Tim. vi. 3,—ἀσεβειῶνin S. Jude, ver. 18,—and οὐκ in S. James v. 6,—it would be an improvement to
read προσέχεται—ἀσελγειῶν,— ὁκς (i. e. ὁ κύριος): and he anticipated that “if all the remaining
manuscripts were diligently perused, perhaps one might find in some or one of them” such “various
lections.” But Bentley’s expectation remains unfulfilled to this hour; and will doubtless, to the end. Now,
had this mighty scholar and critic lived a thousand years ago, how would it have fared with those three
places of Scripture? It may be regarded as certain, that in one or two MSS. the three proposed readings
would have been actually discoverable at this day: but just as certain is it that they would have been utterly
disregarded by every judicious critic. It would be deemed incredible that one or two MSS. of the eighth
century could be right in such a matter; and the whole body of older MSS., versions, and Fathers, wrong.

Attention is further invited to the following striking fact, which ought to have made a deeper impression
on the minds of those who are tempted to look with suspicion on the text of Scripture.

The reasonableness of expecting that instead of  ‘Jeremy’ in S. Matth. xxvii. 9,—‘Abiathar' in S. Mark ii. 26,
—‘fifteenth’ in S. Luke iii. i,— and ‘sixth’ in S. John xix. 14,—we should have read something different, is
universally allowed. Critics have gone so far as to insist that these are decided proofs of the fallibility of the
Evangelists. Now, the first and the last of these cases sorely troubled the ancients; who suggested that we
must certainly be presented here with a clerical error. Great must have been their inclination to rectify it;
to substitute ‘Zechariah’ for ‘Jeremy’, and ‘third’ for ‘sixth’; (especially when this last reading was declared
to exist in the so-called autograph of S. John’s Gospel which was shown at Ephesus in the second century):
—and yet, as a plain matter of fact, the ancients did not alter the text in these places; but the four
improbable words are found standing to this hour, in every cottager’s Bible, exactly as the four Evangelists
wrote them 1800 years ago.

We shall perhaps be reminded that the various
readings in the N. T. are not all of the unimportant
character hitherto represented: that short clauses,
one or two verses, a whole section, half a chapter,—
have been called in question. The thing is perfectly
well known. But then, (I) This remark holds true
of only one half chapter, viz. the last twelve verses of
S. Mark’s Gospel; (2) only one entire section, viz. the
history of the woman taken in adultery, (S. John vii.
53—viii. 11.); (3) only one case of two entire
consecutive verses, viz. S. Luke’s account of the
‘Agony and Bloody Sweat,’ (xxii. 43, 44.) Whether
these are spurious additions to the sacred text, or,
(as I feel certain,) the very words of Inspiration,—this
is not the place to discuss. Let it only be observed
that there are obvious reasons why the places in
question should have been omitted from some
copies, none, why they should have been fraudulently

introduced. Ulphilas omitted the books of Kings from his famous Gothic version of the Bible, because they
contained a history of wars likely to inflame the spirit of the Goths. Jerome says that the 35th verse of I
Cor. vii. is not found in some Latin copies, because of the difficulty of translating those words of S. Paul
into Latin. In like manner the difficulty of harmonising S. Mark's account of the Resurrection with that of
the other Evangelists doubtless led to its omission in some copies; while a dread lest our Lord’s words
should be perverted to a wicked purpose, (as Augustine suggests,) caused the omission of the memorable
section in S. John’s Gospel,—just as a mistaken jealousy for the doctrine of the Divinity of Christ will have
led some one to omit the Agony in the garden, when he was transcribing S. Luke. The famous verse in S.
John’s first Epistle (v. 7.); the reply of Philip to the eunuch, (Acts viii. 37.); the quotation from the Psalms in
S. Matth. xxvii. 35; and the angelic agency which caused the troubling of the pool of Bethesda (S. John v. 3,
4,), are I believe the principal cases where a single verse of Scripture has been called in question. Now,
even supposing, for argument's sake, that all the thirty verses already enumerated were spurious,—(a
monstrous supposition truly!) —how obvious is it that no general doubt would thereby be thrown over the
rest of the inspired text. Were we assured that so many as thirty verses of the N. T. are unauthorized
additions, without being informed which those verses are, we might indeed feel that a burthen of doubt
hung, like a dark cloud, over every individual page of the deposit: but when, on the contrary, instead of
thirty verses anywhere existing, the seven passages which contain them are pointed out, and we are
assured that critical uncertainty, on a grand scale, extends no further,—then, to represent the text of the
N. T. as generally insecure, is simply to promulgate a falsehood.

"...to represent the text of the N. T. as generally insecure, is simply to

promulgate a falsehood."

J. W. Burgon

All scholars know, (and those who are not scholars may easily learn,) which short clauses are thought on
good grounds not to have formed a part of the original text of Scripture. The doxology at the end of the
Lord’s Prayer in S. Matthew vi. 13, for example, is no doubt a venerable liturgical fragment of the Greek
Church which has crept into the Greek copies through the inadvertence of the Greek transcribers [an
appendix explains that he has changed his mind about this variant and now considers it authentic]. Those
concluding words of I Cor. vi. 20, “and in your spirit, which are GOD’S,” appear to be a gloss. S. Luke’s
history of the Temptation (iv. 8.) contains five words which some ancient copyist must have inserted from
remembering too well the parallel place in S. Matth. iv. 10, and confounding it with the language of S.
Matth. xvi. 23. The three accounts of S. Paul’s conversion in like manner have caused that an expression
which occurs in one, should be inserted by mistake in another. This catalogue might easily be extended.
But the point to which special attention is invited is, that no difficulty,—no uncertainty,—no
inconvenience, results from all this. The questionable places are all capable of definite specification; affect
neither faith nor practice, can mislead nobody; are of importance to none but the critical scholar. So far
from making the text generally indeterminate, they establish it effectually. For, what has never been held
to be doubtful, may be regarded as beyond doubt. What all persons, in all places, at all times, can be
proved to have read, that must perforce be regarded as the true reading.

"The questionable places [of textual variation] are all capable of

definite specification; affect neither faith nor practice; can mislead

nobody; are of importance to none but the critical scholar."

- J. W. Burgon

In fact, I scruple not to declare my conviction that the moderns stand upon singular vantage-ground in
respect of the text of the N. T.; and that the exact utterance of the SPIRIT is ascertained with greater
certainty now, than it was even in the days of Origen and Jerome. This is proved by the very circumstance
that we are able confidently to correct both those critics: and how? by means of the cumulative body of
evidence which subsequent research has heaped together. That the truth might have been far more
triumphantly ascertained in very ancient days, is of course beyond question: but the laws of textual
criticism were as yet unknown; and the reference which was then made in a given locality to several
manuscripts, probably all of one family,—and far more frequently to a single copy of the Scriptures,
however ancient,—was certainly not the way to establish the true reading of any given passage. Invaluable
as evidence, the testimony of any single Father, however old or learned, can never be regarded as decisive.
Thus, who will ever consent to omit from Ephes. i. 1, the words ἐν Ἐφέσῳ, simply because Origen (A. D.
230,) asserts they were wanting in his copy; and because Basil (A.D. 350,) declares that they were not to
be found in the MSS. to which he enjoyed access?

This must suffice. They certainly are not to be heard who demur to the Inspiration of the words of
Scripture on the plea that it is not certain which the words of Scripture are. We are content to claim
Inspiration for those words only concerning which there is no reasonable doubt. To some, it may seem a
matter of regret that a perpetual miracle has not guarded the ipsissima verba of the SPIRIT; but the wiser
sort will judge differently. They will recognize the Wisdom which has seen fit thus to exercise the wits of
men, to stimulate patient research, and to reward laborious inquiry. They will admit that a body of
evidence so multitudinous and varied, forms a singularly complete and satisfactory safeguard; and they will
rejoice at the discovery that the text of the Bible has been made an instrument of moral probation to
GOD’S creatures,—which office it will doubtless continue to discharge until the second coming of its
Author to judge the World. They have long since assured themselves that “the Text is quite certain enough
to every one who does not wish it to be uncertain; and is only uncertain to him who does not desire it to
be certain.”…What, lastly, if the Author of Scripture, by not causing His Divine Oracles to be “stereotyped
in any angelic printing-press,” should be for ever administering a gentle rebuke to those who might
possibly be tempted to overlook the message, in their curiosity concerning the vehicle which conveys it?

"We are content to claim Inspiration for those words only concerning
which there is no reasonable doubt."

- J. W. Burgon
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